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INTRODUCTION

This book is written to meet the need for a quantitative methods curriculum in health administration or health care management programs. It is designed so that it can be used for one-semester courses in graduate programs as well as for advanced undergraduate programs in health administration. Practical and contemporary examples from the field make it a useful reference book for health care managers, as well.

The quantitative techniques offered in this book are those more amenable to the health care management environment and those most frequently used. The second edition employs the use of Excel. Although the simpler examples are demonstrated in the text, their Excel solutions are also provided. As techniques increase in sophistication, as for example in queuing models, Excel template solutions are preferred to lengthy formulas and look-up tables. The second edition also incorporates learning objectives at the beginning of each chapter and key terms at the end of each chapter to facilitate the appropriate pedagogy for learning. Because the intent of the book is to make students into able users of quantitative methods for decision making, the interpretation of the results from hand-calculated or Excel solutions to guide for informed decision making is the foremost goal. Thus, students who have had basic algebra and introductory statistics courses should be able to follow the contents of this book.

The book has fifteen chapters including the introductory chapter. The presentation of quantitative techniques starts with forecasting, which provides the data for many of the other techniques discussed, as well as for planning in health care facilities. The chapter on decision making provides the decision techniques not only for single attribute decision theory, but also for the multi-attribute methods often used in health care management decisions, especially in evaluating new contracts or in requests for proposals.

Chapters Four and Five provide techniques for facility location and layout. The techniques discussed for layout also can be used to improve flows in facilities. Hence, in Chapter Six, reengineering is introduced as the means to identify bottlenecks in operational processes and to correct them. Chapters Seven and Eight cover staffing and resource scheduling management in health care facilities; surgical suite resource management is highlighted. These two chapters can be assigned and covered together in one session. Chapter Nine, on productivity, not only presents the traditional productivity concepts and their measurements in both inpatient and outpatient settings, but also discusses more contemporary methods of productivity measurements as conducted through data envelopment analysis.
Chapter Ten explains linear programming and its use in resource allocation. Furthermore, integer programming, an extension of linear programming, is discussed and illustrated for staff scheduling. Supply chain management in health care has become popular in recent decades, and the first part of Chapter Eleven discusses that; the second part of the chapter is devoted to traditional techniques for inventory management. Quality control, essential above all in health care, is discussed in Chapter Twelve. Types of control charts and their developments are illustrated. Several approaches to quality control, including total quality management, continuous quality improvement, and six-sigma, are discussed. The tools for quality improvement are presented.

Project management is the subject of Chapter Thirteen, where program evaluation and review technique/critical path method (PERT/CPM) techniques are discussed in detail, with examples of project compression. The last two chapters cover queuing and simulation techniques with emphasis on capacity decisions using those tools. Simple queuing methods are shown with detailed examples. More sophisticated ones are illustrated by Excel solutions.

The sequence of chapters has a certain logic. For example, in Chapter Four, the location of a new facility is identified; and in Chapter Five, layout of that facility can be explored. On the other hand, Chapter Five can be also used in an independent layout analysis for existing facilities to improve flow and productivity. Similarly, Chapters Six, Seven, Eight and Nine are built to feed the knowledge onward. Chapters Fourteen and Fifteen address capacity issues using different techniques. Regardless of this sequence, however, the chapters can be selected in any order and presented to students based on the professor’s preferences.

Developing exercises for the techniques explained in each chapter has been a consuming task. Any errors and oversights in that process are solely mine. I will appreciate reader comments to improve or correct the exercises, as well as suggestions for incorporating additional material in future editions.

There are on-line resources to accompany this book. On-line resources (password protected) are available to professors who adopt the book and to the students. Professors’ resources include PowerPoint lectures, solutions to exercises, prototype course syllabus, Excel templates, and additional exercises with solutions. Student resources include solutions to selected exercises, Excel templates, a subset of additional exercises with solutions, and other study guide materials. These resources can be accessed via www.josseybass.com/go/ozcan2e.
CHAPTER

1

INTRODUCTION TO QUANTITATIVE DECISION-MAKING METHODS IN HEALTH CARE MANAGEMENT

LEARNING OBJECTIVES:

■ Recognize the quantitative techniques for decisions about delivering health care of high quality.
■ Describe the historical background and the development of decision techniques.
■ Describe the health care manager’s role and responsibilities in decision making.
■ Review the scope of health services and follow recent trends in health care.
■ Describe health services management and distinct characteristics of health services.
In today’s highly complicated, technological, and competitive health care arena, the public’s outcry is for administrators, physicians, and other health care professionals to provide high quality care at a lower cost. Health care managers must therefore find ways to get excellent results from more limited resources. The goal of this book is to introduce aspiring health care managers to operations research models that allow decision makers to sort out complex issues and to make the best possible use of available resources. Such models are used, for example, to forecast patient demand, and to guide capital acquisition and capacity decisions, facility planning, personnel and patient scheduling, supply chain, and quality control. They use mathematical and statistical techniques: multivariate statistical analysis, decision analysis, linear programming, project evaluation and review technique (PERT), queuing analysis, and simulation, to name a few.

This book presents all these techniques from the perspective of health care organizations’ delivery of care, rather than their traditional manufacturing applications. This chapter covers a brief historical background and the development of decision techniques and explains the importance of health care managers using these techniques. Finally, the scope, distinctive characteristics, and current trends of health services are emphasized. After reading this chapter, you should have a fair understanding of how important quantitative techniques are for decisions about delivering health care of high quality.

**HISTORICAL BACKGROUND AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF DECISION TECHNIQUES**

Beginning in the 1880s, the scientific management era brought about widespread changes in the management of the factories that had been created at an explosive rate during the Industrial Revolution. The movement was spearheaded by an efficiency engineer and inventor, Frederick Winslow Taylor, who is regarded as the father of modern scientific management. Taylor proposed a “science of management” based on observation, measurement, analysis, and improvement of work methods, along with economic incentives. He also believed that management’s tasks are to plan, carefully select and train workers, find the best way to perform each job, achieve cooperation between management and workers, and separate management activities from work activities. Taylor’s work was based on his idea that conflicts between labor and management occur because management has no idea how long jobs actually take. He therefore focused on time studies that evaluated work methods in great detail to identify the best way to do each job. Taylor’s classic 1911 book, *The Principles of Scientific Management*, explained these guiding principles: (1) development of science for each element of work; (2) scientific selection and training of workers; (3) cooperation between management and employees; and (4) responsibility shared equally between workers and management (Taylor, 1911). Other early contributors to scientific methods of management were Frank and Gillian Gilbreth, who worked on standardization, and Henry Gantt, who emphasized the psychological effects that work conditions have on employees—he developed a time-based display chart to schedule work. Quantitative inventory management was developed by F. W. Harris in 1915. In the 1930s, W. Shewhart and associates developed